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Although Catholic thinkers differ on when Catholic social teaching officially began, general 
consensus views Pope Leo XIII encyclical Rerum Novarum, 1891, with its focus on workers’ rights 
and the development of unions as the starting point. Various other papal encyclicals and documents 
from Vatican II and bishops’ conferences like our own U.S. Catholic Conference, have added to the 
compendium of knowledge. Fundamentally, the popes and bishops have tried to apply gospel 
principles to contemporary moral issues. 
      Pope St. John XXIII prophetically warned the world of impending doom. His encyclical on the 
nuclear arms race and the threat of nuclear annihilation, “Pacem in Terris” (1963) urged the 
world’s leaders to stop the proliferation of nuclear arms. 
      St. John Paul II’s lengthy encyclical, Centesimus Annus (1991) or “One hundred years of 
Catholic Social Teaching” offers extensive coverage of the past century’s insights and the breadth 
of moral teaching available to us. The Documents of Vatican II, particularly the pastoral 
Constitution on the Church in the Modern World (Gaudium et Spes) and the decree on Religious 
Liberty (Dignitatis Humanae), offer much to consider on the moral considerations of being a 
disciple. 
      In retrospect, my early education from sermons in my childhood and the Baltimore catechism, 
offered a very narrow perspective on my personal responsibilities for religious duties, sexuality, and 
Catholic family life. Nothing was taught to me about economic justice, war and peace, racial and 
gender equality, and basic human rights and their implications for Christian ethical behavior. The 
Second Vatican Council has ushered in new awareness of our moral responsibilities. 
      We have a rich heritage of Christian principles, a storehouse of information that can inform our 
consciences and lead us to a truly Christian response to contemporary issues. In “Caritas in 
Veritate”, Pope Benedict inveighed against economic globalization and the exploitation of the poor. 
      In his encyclical on the environment, “Laudato Si” Pope Francis calls for human beings to go 
through a spiritual transformation and to act: “Our goal is not to amass information or to satisfy 
curiosity, but rather to become painfully aware, to dare to turn what is happening to the world into our 
own personal suffering and thus to discover what each of us can do about it.” The strong statements 
of this Pope will need to lead to action by the world community. It remains to be seen whether this 
will happen either in our country or elsewhere. Our planet is in great danger, the Pope tells us. We 
have a responsibility meet this crisis with solutions. 
      Encyclicals by popes and official teaching by the bishops of the world in their various 
conferences, assist us as Catholics in our understanding of what God is asking of us. They form our 
consciences. Conscience is defined by the second Vatican Council as “... The voice of God echoing in 
our depths….” Official Church teaching is a significant source for our moral and spiritual 
development. Pope Francis is speaking with authority on the environment, drawing from the 
official teaching of previous popes, various Bishops conferences, the findings of science, and his own 
prayer and charisms as universal pastor. Our response as believers is one of “a religious docility of 
the will and intellect” (Lumen Gentium, 25 - Vatican II). This ‘docility’is also translated as 
submission or obedience or assent. The Latin word can encompass all these different senses.  
      In any case, making an honest effort to understand the teachings of Pope Francis and other 
church teaching (magisterial) documents, is the beginning. With prayer and study, we can 
internalize the teaching, come to recognize its implications, and act upon those implications 
personally and as a community of faith. 
 
Peace, Father Bruce 
 


